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Year 10 Autumn Term 1 

What are we learning? 
 
 
MAKING PEOPLE THINK 

What knowledge, 
understanding and skills 
will we gain? 
 
Montage 
Archetypes 
Episodic 
Gestus  
Stance/posture 
Message 
Role-on-the-wall 
Contrast/juxtaposition 
Stimulus 
Performance style 
Genre 
Thrust 
Proscenium Arch 
Arena/in-the-round 
Traverse 
Symbolic 
Minimalistic 
Naturalistic 

What does excellence look like? 
 

• Excellent explanation given for the choice of theme and 
practitioner/genre. Excellent explanation of influences 
including live performances with excellent detail of personal 
application. Excellent understanding of their own contribution 
to the content of the piece demonstrated. 

• Excellent explanation of character development, use of a 
variety of rehearsal techniques, development of group work 
and ideas on technical elements. 

• A excellent, comprehensive understanding of their own and 
others’ performances including an analysis of successful and 
unsuccessful aspects of the production. This will include 
insightful references to the acting, production and links to the 
theme and practitioner / genre. A comprehensive 
understanding of a range of dramatic/technical terminology 
will be present throughout the report 

• Excellent understanding of the role/s played with an effective 
interpretation of the playwright’s intention, including social, 
historical and cultural contexts. This is demonstrated by a 
excellent range of detailed acting skills 

• Excellent use of pace, pause, pitch and accent to show an 
understanding of the character/s played. 

• Excellent use of the body which demonstrates a excellent 
understanding of the character/s played. Movement and space 
are used in a disciplined manner. 

• Excellent interaction displayed with other characters. Listening 
and responding is excellent. 

• An excellent performance which sustains the audience interest 
in the character/s performed. 

What additional resources are 
available? 
 

• Performance DVDs 

• Play texts  
 

You could: 

• Watch Brechtian performances 
(see Ms Rayner/Watkins for 
DVDs) 

• Read plays written by Brecht  

• BBC bite size 
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Year 10 Autumn Term 2 

What are we 
learning? 
 
 
BURNING BIRD  

What knowledge, 
understanding and skills will 
we gain? 
 
Cultural understanding  
Historical understanding  
Social understanding  
Political understanding  
Context 
Interaction 
Character relationships 
Message 
Purpose/intention 
Pace 
Dramatic tension/climax 
Chorus 
Ensemble 
Direct address 
Traverse 
Arena (in-the-round) 
Proscenium 
Thrust 

What does excellence look like? 
 

• Excellent explanation of character development, use of a variety of rehearsal 
techniques, development of group work and ideas on technical elements. 

• Excellent understanding of the role/s played with an effective interpretation of 
the playwright’s intention, including social, historical and cultural contexts. 
This is demonstrated by a excellent range of detailed acting skills 

• Excellent use of pace, pause, pitch and accent to show an understanding of the 
character/s played. 

• Excellent use of the body which demonstrates an excellent understanding of 
the character/s played. Movement and space are used in a disciplined manner. 

• Excellent interaction displayed with other characters. Listening and responding 
is excellent. 

• An excellent performance which sustains the audience interest in the 
character/s performed. 

• Excellent application of physical skills in the performance to include use of 
space and proxemics to show diversity of relationships within the piece   

• Excellent application of vocal skills in the performance showing reasonable 
characterisation, drawing on pitch, pace, tone, pause and volume to 
communicate meaning  

• An excellent interaction with other performers, where appropriate, in the 
performance showing excellent listening and responding skills  

• Excellent communication with the audience in performance 

• Excellent individual contribution to the performance which sometimes 
enhances the piece and consistently realises the artistic intentions. 

• Excellent use of the body which demonstrates an excellent understanding of 
the character/s played. Movement and space are used in a disciplined manner. 

• Excellent interaction displayed with other characters. Listening and responding 
is excellent. 

• An excellent performance which sustains the audience interest in the 
character/s performed. 

What additional resources are 
available? 
 

• Play texts  

• Online theatre  

• Live theatre! 
 

You could: 

• Research into the London 
riots (or any national/global 
rebellion)  

• Research an ensemble 
storytelling style through 
watching live theatre or 
reading plays (see Ms Rayner 
or Ms Watkins for 
suggestions)  
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Year 10 Spring term 1 & 2 

What are we 
learning? 
 
 
FIND ME  

What knowledge, understanding and skills will we ga 
Climax 
Anti-climax 
Aside 
Character 
Devising/devised work 
Dramatic irony 
Dramatic tension 
Fourth wall 
Monologue 
Play-within-a-play 
Political message 
Composite setting 
Audience 
Auditorium 
Arena staging 
Promenade staging 
Proscenium 
End on staging 
Theatre-in-the-round 
Thrust staging 
Traverse 
Alienation 
Naturalism 
Realism 
Style 
Subtext 
Genre 
Directing/direction 
Semiotics/symbols 
Placards 
Archetypes 
Representational staging 
Minimalism 

What does excellence look like? 
 

• Students recall, select and communicate 
detailed knowledge and thorough 
understanding of plays and other types 
of drama.  

• Students demonstrate a thorough 
awareness of the relationships between 
texts and dramatic styles, and of social 
context and genre, to generate, explore 
and develop their ideas. 

• Students apply and adapt effectively an 
extensive range of practical skills, which 
they execute creatively to communicate 
their ideas.  

• Students work very productively with 
others. 

• Students have well-developed evaluative 
and reflective skills.  

• Students show critical awareness of work 
in progress and performance, and of 
their own contribution and that of 
others.  

• Students provide, by reasoned 
argument, full justifications, 
demonstrating insight and sensitivity in 
developing practical work.  

• Students understand and use 
terminology accurately and 
appropriately. 

What additional resources are available? 
 

• Play texts  

• Online theatre  

• Live theatre! 
 

You could: 

• Research into the journey of mental 
health support and in terms of 
impact on society and living 
conditions 

• Research into the class system that 
would have existed at the time of 
writing 

• Developing plans for costume design 

• Developing plans for stage sets 

• Developing plans for use of music 
and SFX 

• Developing plans for use of lighting 
design 

• Research an ensemble storytelling 
style through watching live theatre 
or reading plays (see Ms Rayner or 
Ms Watkins for suggestions)  
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Year 10 Summer term 1 & 2 

What are we 
learning? 
 
 
COMPONENT 1: 
DEVISING  

What knowledge, 
understanding and skills will 
we gain? 
 
Devising 
Improvisation 
Rehearsal 
Direction 
Meaning/symbols/semiotics 
Rehearsal techniques 
Devising techniques 
Linear/non-linear/episodic 
Target audience 
Staging 
Performance space 
Brecht 
Epic/Didactic Theatre 
Splendid Theatre 
Representational 
Abstract 

What does excellence look like? 
 

• Demonstration of a clear understanding and interpretation of a 
stimulus, theme or concept, with a sophisticated consideration 
of the intended impact on a target audience. 

• Excellent explanation given for the choice of theme and 
message or learning outcome. Excellent explanation of 
influences including live performances with excellent detail of 
personal application. Excellent understanding of their own 
contribution to the content of the piece demonstrated. 

• Excellent explanation of character development, use of a 
variety of rehearsal techniques, development of group work 
and ideas on technical elements. 

• An excellent, comprehensive understanding of their own and 
others’ performances including an analysis of successful and 
unsuccessful aspects of the production. An insightful 
understanding of the acting, production and links to the theme 
and TIE genre. A comprehensive understanding of a range of 
dramatic/technical terminology. 

• Excellent understanding of the role/s played with an effective 
interpretation of the play’s intention, including social, historical 
and cultural contexts. This is demonstrated by an excellent 
range of detailed acting skills 

• Excellent use of pace, pause, pitch and accent to show an 
understanding of the character/s played. 

• Excellent use of the body which demonstrates an excellent 
understanding of the character/s played. Movement and space 
are used in a disciplined manner. 

• Excellent interaction displayed with other characters. Listening 
and responding is excellent. 

• Excellent performance which sustains the audience interest in 
the character/s performed. 

What additional resources are available? 
 

• Play texts  

• Online theatre  

• Live theatre! 
 

You could: 

• Research into chosen theme/didactic 
topic  

• Developing plans for costume design 

• Developing plans for stage sets 

• Developing plans for use of music 
and SFX 

• Developing plans for use of lighting 
design 

• Research an ensemble storytelling 
style through watching live theatre 
or reading plays (see Ms Rayner or 
Ms Watkins for suggestions)  
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